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A B S T R A C T

The formation of oxygen-related lattice defects and their influence on optical and electronic properties in
CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) ceramics were studied by controlling the oxygen partial pressure during the sintering
process at high temperatures. The samples were analyzed using complementary bulk spectroscopic techniques
such as photoluminescence spectroscopy, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, Fourier-transform infrared spectro-
scopy, and electron paramagnetic resonance. Our comprehensive study shows that the oxygen content during
sintering process exerts considerable control over the type and concentration of oxygen-related defects in the
crystalline CCTO structure. Our results also suggest that the formation of different types of oxygen-related de-
fects in the structure modifies electronic energy levels and thus directly affects the electronic and optical
properties of the CCTO phase. These results provided further insight into the important role of oxygen in the
crystalline defect arrangement in polycrystalline CCTO ceramics.

1. Introduction

The perovskite-type calcium copper titanate CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO)
has been widely investigated due to its giant dielectric permittivity (up
to 106) at a wide range of temperatures and frequencies, which occurs
without phase transition [1,2]. The colossal dielectric response was
initially attributed to the intrinsic spatial structure of the CCTO phase,
but further studies indicated only minor contributions from these fea-
tures to the dielectric response of the material [3,4]. Consequently,
phenomenological models based on extrinsic mechanisms have been
proposed to explain this unique property of CCTO [5,6,7].

The issue of the dielectric response of CCTO ceramics notwith-
standing, the mechanisms responsible for controlling other properties in
this material (such as hopping conduction, gas sensing, and optical
properties) are still not fully understood [8,9,10]. Normally, these
properties in perovskite oxides are found to be controlled by oxygen-
related and/or cation-oxygen complex defects [8,11]. The formation of
point defects, such as oxygen or cation vacancies, has also been re-
ported to play an important role in the electrical and optical properties
of the CCTO phase. Copper and titanium reduction, as well as copper
oxidation, have been reported as the main mechanisms controlling the
semiconducting nature of these ceramics [10,12,13]. The formation of

−
′TiO V Cu. o Cu5

• and antisite defects has also been found to influence the
electrical behavior of CCTO [7,14,15]. In contrast, the optical behavior

of this perovskite has been attributed to the presence of cation-oxygen
clusters activated by oxygen-related defects, such as
TiO V CaO V[ . ] and [ . ]o o5

•
11

• [8,16]. The point defect formation issue in the
CCTO phase is therefore not fully understood and, in some of the
aforementioned cases, requires clearer experimental evidence based on
bulk characterization techniques.

Our previous study has shown that the oxygen partial pressure
during the sintering process is an important parameter controlling the
phase stability, stoichiometry, and decomposition process of the CCTO
phase, as well as densification and grain growth mechanisms in poly-
crystalline ceramics [17]. The current study used complementary bulk
spectroscopic techniques in an attempt to obtain a deeper under-
standing of the role of oxygen in the formation of oxygen-related de-
fects in the crystalline lattice of CCTO ceramics and the correlation
between these defects and electronic and photoluminescence proper-
ties. Our results show that oxygen exerts considerable control over the
type and the concentration of defects in the crystalline structure and
plays an important role in the modulation of electronic and optical
properties in the CCTO phase.
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2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Synthesis procedure

Bulk polycrystalline CCTO samples were prepared using a solid-
state reaction method. The pellets were sintered at 1100 °C for 3 h at
different oxygen partial pressures. This work is a follow-up study on the
same samples investigated previously. More details about the synthesis
procedure can be found in our previous articles [17,18]. The samples
and their respective oxygen partial pressure conditions during the sin-
tering process that were studied herein were: CCTO10 (10.0% pO2),
CCTO21 (21.0% pO2), CCTO50 (50.0% pO2), CCTO75 (75.0% pO2),
and CCTO100 (100.0% pO2). The samples were chosen based on our
previous results, which were based on X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and which showed that these
systems present phase purity higher than 99wt% [17]. Thus, the
spectroscopic results extracted from these experiments can be attrib-
uted to the characteristics of CCTO phase.

2.2. Characterizations

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were collected using a mono-
chromator (Monospec 27, Thermal Jarrel Ash) coupled to a photo-
multiplier (R446, Hamamatsu Photonics). A krypton ion laser
(λ=350 nm; Innova 90 K, Coherent) was used as the excitation source,
and maximum laser power was kept constant at 40mW. Fourier-
transform infrared (FTIR) analyses (Vertex 70, Bruker) were performed
in attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode with 64 scans and at a re-
solution of 4 cm−1. Ultraviolet-visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy data
(Lambda 1050 UV/Vis, Perkin Elmer) were recorded in reflectance
mode. The PL, FTIR, and UV-VIS spectroscopic analyses were per-
formed at room temperature on the as-prepared pellets. In order to
avoid secondary effects, no additional experimental procedures, such as
post-annealing treatment or surface polishing, were performed on the
pellets as part of these analyses. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectroscopy (MS300, Magnettech) was performed at an X-band (about
9.3 GHz) using portions of the as-prepared pellets (mass of approxi-
mately 5mg). The g-factor was calibrated using 2,2-diphenyl-1-pi-
crylhydrazine (DPPH).

3. Results and discussion

PL measurements have been successfully used to provide informa-
tion on degrees of short- and medium-range order-disorder and have
been found to be correlated with electronic and structural properties of
oxides [19,20]. Fig. 1a shows the PL spectra of CCTO samples sintered
at different oxygen partial pressures. All of the PL spectra exhibited a
wide emission band in the visible optical range. This type of emission
band is typically associated with multiphonon and multilevel processes
[19]. It is composed of sub-bands, which can represent different types
of electronic transitions due to the existence of energy levels in the band
gap of the material that are commonly associated with specific struc-
tural defects [21]. The decreases in overall PL intensity without shifts in
peak positions combined with the increase in oxygen partial pressure
indicate an increase in short- and medium-range lattice ordering. In
addition, the decrease in PL emission at long wavelengths may suggest
a decrease in the concentration of specific defects in CCTO material
[21].

The PL spectra were deconvoluted using a Gaussian line shape in
Fig. 1c-d and S1 (see Supplementary Material) to identify the sub-bands
of the overall emission. The PL spectra of all of the samples were best fit
after deconvolution into three PL sub-bands with maximum peak center
intensities at approximately 445 (± 5) nm (blue emission), 515 (± 5)
nm (green emission), and 575 (± 5) nm (yellow emission). The emis-
sion intensity areas (%) of the sub-bands confirm that the increase in
oxygen partial pressure leads to a shift of the major PL emission

contribution from the yellow emission to the blue emission, as seen in
Fig. 1b. The emission energies estimated at 2.80 eV (blue emission),
2.45 eV (green emission), and 2.20 eV (yellow emission) have mainly
been assigned to the oxygen vacancies V V V( , , )o

x
o o
• •• in oxide materials

[8,22,23].
Recently, Xiao et al. proposed a theoretical model indicating that

the band gap energy of CCTO may be modulated by oxygen-related
defects [24]. The optical band gap energies for the CCTO samples sin-
tered at different oxygen partial pressures (Fig. 2) were estimated using
the method proposed by Kubelka-Munk, which assumes a direct al-
lowed transition (n=0.5) [20,25]. The results are consistent with the
band gap value of approximately 3.0 eV reported for the CCTO phase
[8]. The estimated optical band gap value also increased as oxygen
partial pressure increased, as shown in the right inset in Fig. 2. It is
known that the radiative transition to the upper conduction band can be
seriously quenched (and thus reduce band gap values) when the for-
mation of point defects increases the probability of a non-radiative
recombination [26]. Moreover, the electronic band structure of CCTO is
thought to consist of an upper valence band of O2p – Cu3d states and a
conduction band of O2p – Ti3d states, with the existence of deep-level
trap states associated with the formation of different types of oxygen
vacancies V V V( , , )o

x
o o
• •• [24].

EPR has been an effective technique when probing oxygen-related
defects in oxide materials [11,27]. Fig. 3 shows the EPR lines at room
temperature for the samples sintered at different oxygen partial pres-
sures. A single Lorentzian line shape (see Figure S2) was observed in all
of the samples, with a symmetric signal centered around 311.1 m T
(g=2.150 ± 0.005). This intense signal has been correlated with the
Cu2+ paramagnetic center and attributed to a strong copper-hole de-
localization on the four next-neighboring oxygen ions [28]. The g-factor
of all of the samples was kept constant, but the ΔB values (right inset in
Fig. 3) increased and the signal intensities decreased as oxygen partial
pressure decreased.

The decreases in the EPR signal indicate a decrease in the con-
centration of paramagnetic centers, while the broadening of lines may
point to changes in type and/or concentration of different defects. Luo
et al. suggest that this EPR signal in CCTO ceramics is directly corre-
lated with copper-oxygen vacancy complex defect dipoles [29,30].
They have proposed that these complex defect dipoles are the main
mechanism responsible for changes in intensity and ΔB values in EPR
signals in that they keep the g-factor constant in CCTO ceramics
[29,30]. The following cation-oxygen vacancy complex defect dipoles
are expected in the CCTO lattice due to the oxygen exchange:

−Cu V( )Cu O
x′ • (1)

− −
′ ′Cu V Cu( )Cu O Cu

x•• (2)

Thus, the samples sintered at intermediate oxygen concentrations may
have a high density of copper-oxygen vacancy complexes in the CCTO
lattice, which leads to a lower EPR signal and broader EPR lines. The
increase in oxygen concentration causes a decrease in the concentration
of these complexes, thus resulting in a higher EPR signal and narrower
EPR lines. In addition, the formation of surface Ti+3 cations has been
reported in CCTO studies using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
[9,12], though EPR signals for Ti+3 paramagnetic centers with a g-
factor usually lower than 2 were not observed [28,29]. Given the fact
that EPR is a bulk technique, these results suggest that the concentra-
tion of Ti+3 cations and their related defects are below the detection
limit for EPR.

Only the copper-related signal was identified using EPR in the CCTO
phase, but several authors have reported that Tu phonon modes, which
are associated with the absorption regions of titanium and oxygen ions,
are infrared active in the CCTO structure [31,32]. These active bands
are associated with ѵTi–O vibration at a range of 600-500 cm−1 and are
associated with ѵTi–O–Ti stretching vibration at a range of 500-400 cm−1

[31,33]. The FTIR analyses of the CCTO samples presented in Fig. 4
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revealed three major absorption bands centered around 542, 490, and
409 cm−1, but with a peak shift toward lower wavenumbers (see Figure
S3f) when oxygen partial pressure decreased. As shown in Figure S3,
the FTIR absorption spectra were fit using a pseudo-Voigt function only
on the absorption peaks centered at 542 and 490 cm−1. Figs. 4b and 4c
show that the absorption intensity decreased as the oxygen partial
pressure increased, a result which indicates a decrease in oxygen-tita-
nium bonding, which itself may be reflective of the formation of oxygen

vacancies.
Recently, a theoretical model based on experimental evidence was

proposed to explain PL emission in the TiO2 phase [34]. The formation
of oxygen vacancies (V V V, ,o

x
o o
• ••) was identified as the main me-

chanism responsible for the displacement of Ti–O chemical bonds and
led to modifications in the bond lengths, bond angles and, conse-
quently, distortions in the [TiO6] octahedral clusters [34]. Thus, an
increase in the concentration of oxygen vacancies in the CCTO lattice

Fig. 1. (a) PL spectra of the CCTO samples sintered at different oxygen partial pressures, (b) emission intensity area (%) of each PL sub-band as a function of oxygen
partial pressure, and the PL spectra deconvolution for (c) CCTO10 and (d) CCTO100.

Fig. 2. UV–vis spectra of the CCTO samples sintered at different oxygen partial
pressures. Right inset: Optical band gap values as a function of oxygen partial
pressure.

Fig. 3. EPR spectra of the CCTO samples sintered at different oxygen partial
pressures. Right inset: ΔB values as a function of oxygen partial pressure, ex-
tracted from the linewidth in the Lorentzian line-shape fitting (see Figure S2).
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may result in a displacement of the Ti-O and O-Ti-O chemical bonds,
thus leading to changes to the lattice parameter, bond lengths, and
bond angles of the [TiO6] octahedral clusters and to consequent shifts
of the FTIR bands to low wavenumbers and decreases in absorption
intensity [34,35]. In addition, the decrease of the copper EPR signal
associated with the shifts of the FTIR bands to lower wavenumbers and
decreases in absorption intensity all confirm the formation of oxygen-
related defects, which are concomitantly correlated with copper and
titanium sites in the CCTO lattice. This finding also corroborates the
formation of oxygen vacancies adjacent to both [CuO4] and [TiO6]
clusters (and most probably [CaO12] clusters) in the CCTO lattice,
which are directly correlated with PL emission in this material [8].

PL emission in titanium oxide, the band emission of which is in the
same visible electromagnetic range as CCTO, is composed of three sub-
bands attributed to cation-oxygen clusters formed by the [TiO6] octa-
hedral clusters and different types of oxygen vacancies (V V V, ,o

x
o o
• ••)

[34]. Given the fact that the only parameter changing in our samples is
the oxygen content during the sintering process, we can affirm that PL
emission in the CCTO phase is also directly controlled by the formation
of the different types of oxygen vacancies and that their relative con-
centrations depend on the amount of oxygen partial pressure during the
sintering process. Thus, we can suggest that the high energy sub-band
(blue emission), intermediate energy sub-band (green emission), and
low energy sub-band (yellow emission) are related to and controlled by
the respective formation of V V V, , ando

x
o o
• •• oxygen vacancies in the

CCTO phase [8,22,23,34]. The following mechanisms, in which MM
x is

the cation located at a regular site in the crystalline lattice, are expected
in the formation of oxygen-related defects in the CCTO lattice:

+ ⇋ + +
′O M V M O g1

2
( )O

x
M
x

O M
•

2 (3)

+ ⇋ + +
′O M V M O g2 2 1

2
( )O

x
M
x

O M
••

2 (4)

The compensation mechanisms for these equations have been proposed
by many authors in the literature [14,15]. Indeed, the samples sintered
above 50%pO2 exhibited a high density of neutral oxygen vacancies
(Vo

x). This process leads to higher band gap values and lower overall PL
intensity, the principal contribution of which involves the high energy
sub-band (blue emission). Decreasing the oxygen concentration reduces
band gap values, and PL intensity is dominated by the intermediate
(green) sub-band and, in particular, by the low energy (yellow) sub-
band, which are respectively associated with V Vando o

• •• oxygen va-
cancies. Taken together, the results for all of the samples tested show
that the major PL sub-band energies are lower than their respective
band gap values. This outcome indicates the presence of deep-level trap
states below the conduction band. It can therefore also be suggested
that band gap energy and PL emission are connected and are clearly
associated with the formation of oxygen vacancies in the CCTO lattice;
it is also likely that the deep-level trap states are modulated by the most
types of oxygen vacancies.

In our previous study, the same samples were analyzed using XRPD
and SEM. These experiments revealed that the CCTO phase is stable at
oxygen-rich concentrations [17]. As the oxygen partial pressure de-
creases, the consequent loss of oxygen from the crystalline lattice re-
sults in non-stoichiometry of the CCTO matrix phase below 50% pO2

due to the diffusion of copper to the grain boundary regions which, in
turn, leads to a copper deficiency in the matrix phase. Meanwhile, at
oxygen-poor concentrations, further reductions in the copper lead to
complete decomposition of the CCTO phase. Thus, we believe that, at
oxygen-rich concentrations, neutral oxygen vacancies are pre-
dominantly present and are associated with the formation of the stoi-
chiometric CCTO phase. At intermediate oxygen concentrations, the
monovalent and divalent oxygen vacancies shown in Eqs. (3) and (4)
increased, and this increase is associated with CCTO non-stoichiometry.
However, divalent oxygen vacancies are predominant in oxygen-inter-
mediate concentrations, and the formation of these vacancies is also
related to copper deficiency in the CCTO phase. This secondary me-
chanism may involve the formation of antisite defects in the CCTO
lattice, as proposed by Sinclair et al. [14,15]. Our findings indicate that
oxygen exchange and copper deficiency are the main mechanisms
controlling the formation of oxygen-related defects and their con-
centrations in the CCTO phase, and that these mechanisms play the
most important roles in the control and modulation of the optical and
luminescence properties of polycrystalline CCTO ceramics.

4. Conclusion

Polycrystalline CCTO ceramics prepared by solid-state reaction at
different oxygen partial pressures were investigated using bulk char-
acterization techniques. The bulk spectroscopy, PL, UV–vis, FTIR, and
EPR findings indicate the formation of defect complexes between ac-
ceptor centers with neutral, monovalent, and divalent oxygen vacancies
due to oxygen exchange and copper deficiency in the CCTO lattice. This
study confirmed that the formation of these oxygen-related defects and
their concentrations are directly controlled by the oxygen partial
pressure during the sintering process. In addition, these defects may
modulate the optical and luminescence properties of polycrystalline
CCTO ceramics. This behavior may be explained by the formation of
different types of oxygen vacancies; it is possible that this process is the
main mechanism responsible for the formation of deep-level trap states
in the CCTO band gap. This research provides us with new insights into
the role of oxygen in the formation of different types and concentrations
of defects in the CCTO crystalline structure, as well as the influence of
oxygen on the optical and luminescence properties of this phase.

Fig. 4. (a) FTIR spectra of the CCTO samples sintered at different oxygen partial
pressures. Absorbance intensity of the (b) ѵO-Ti vibration (542 cm−1) and (c)
ѵTi-O-Ti vibration (490 cm−1) as a function of oxygen partial pressure.
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Subsequent studies are already underway to clarify the effect of these
defects on the electrical and dielectric properties of CCTO material.
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